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Interior designer Leigh Jones has been in love with textiles since 
she began in the industry more than forty years ago. After meeting 
luxury textile dealer Pandora de Balthazár many years ago, she 
knew she wanted to allocate part of her career to collecting and 
supplying fine European textiles and antique linens. In fact, in her 
shop she has an entire section devoted to Hungarian goose down, 
luxury bedding, and antique linens. “It’s never been a hobby,” Jones 
asserts. “It’s a passion, and I can’t really explain why.” 

Most of her linens are called “primitive” linens because they 
can be used every day. Functionally beautiful, they are perfect for 
everything from covering tables to sleeping on. Linens and pillows 
like these can even be used to create the most enchanting outdoor 
picnic for friends and family, adding a sense of formality that still 
puts people at ease. 

Jones put this on display recently when she styled a charming al 
fresco event on her friend’s porch, demonstrating the kind of casual 
elegance that can be created right at home with collected linens. 
With a mix of everyday glass, china, and flatware, combined with 
antique linens and simple embellishments, the gathering feels both 
comfortable and special.

SOUTHERN
PICNIC

PRODUCED BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY

ESCAPE OUTSIDE THIS SPRING AND 
HOST A CLASSIC SOUTHERN PICNIC 

RIGHT ON YOUR OWN FRONT PORCH.
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TOP: Jones likes the idea of using everyday pieces in a fresh way. Here, 
Woodland Spode china is paired with vintage glasses, antique linens, and 
greenery from her own backyard. A striped Sunbrella fabric perfect for all-
weather and all occasions protects the table underneath.

BOTTOM: On the sideboard, Jones displays her hand-thrown pottery drinkware 
from Jugtown Pottery alongside her Spode china. A Primitive Eastern European 
antique embroidered linen covers the sideboard for added charm. 

LEFT: Primitive Eastern European linen pillows with hand-embroidery dot the 
guest chairs, while a white crocheted-edge linen covers the table. 


